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note: in hwk 1, for simplicity, by consistency, I mean that R(theta,delta_n) -> 0 (so 
no need to worry about the subtleties of convergence of probability to show that 
an estimator is not consistent)
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an estimator is not consistent)
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(see note below about sigma^2 being true global max)
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• note about sigma^2 being a global max

(aside: showing that the sigma^2 above is the global max is subtle because the objective is not concave in sigma^2. I 
give more info here for your curiosity, but it is not required for the assignment.)

○ Formally, to find a global max of a *differentiable objective*, you need to check all stationary points (zero gradient 
points), as well as the values at the boundary of the domain.

Thus here, you would need to show that the objective cannot take higher value anywhere at the boundary of the 
domain (which is the case here (exercise!), as the objective goes to -infinity at the boundary), so you are done (this is 
the only possible global optimum -- a maximum here, as it should be, given that there are no other stationary points 
and all values are lower at the boundary, but one could also explicitly check the Hessian to see that it is strictly 
negative definite at the stationary point, i.e. it looks like a local maximum).

Note that we will see later in the class that the Gaussian is in the exponential family, with a log-concave likelihood in 
the right ("natural") parameterization, and thus using the invariance principle of the MLE, we could also easily deduce 
the MLE in the "moment" parameterization which is the usual (mu,sigma^2) one, without having to worry about local 
optima...

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxima_and_minima#Functions_of_more_than_one_variable
 i.e.   

(and note that the "Mountain pass theorem" which basically says that if you have a strict local optimum 
with another point somewhere with the same value, then there must be a saddle point somewhere (a 
"mountain pass") i.e. another stationary point, does not hold for this counter-example as one of the 
required regularity condition, the "Palais-Smale compactness condition" fails. Here, the saddle point (which 
should intuitively exist) "happens at infinity", which is why it only has one stationary point despite (0,0) not 
being a global minimum)

(see picture of function here)

 the moral of the story: intuitions for multivariate optimization are often misleading! (this counter-example would 
not work in 1d because of Rolle's theorem)

○ for a cute counter-example illustrating that a differentiable function could have only one stationary point which is a 
local min but *not a global min* (and thus why one need to look at the values at the boundary), see:
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